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Visual Basic 2010 for StudentsPearson Education, 2010

	This book is an ideal introduction to programming in Visual Basic for students with no prior programming experience and is excellent for taught courses or as an aid to self-study.


	·        A spiral approach to teaching object-oriented programming introduces new ideas carefully...
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Design of Energy-Efficient Application-Specific Instruction Set ProcessorsSpringer, 2004
After a brief introduction to low-power VLSI design, the design space of ASIP instruction set architectures (ISAs) is introduced with a special focus on important features for digital signal processing. Based on the degrees of freedom offered by this design space, a consistent ASIP design flow is proposed: this design flow starts with a given...
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Information Modeling and Relational Databases: From Conceptual Analysis to Logical DesignMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
Information Modeling and Relational Databases provides an introduction to ORM (Object Role Modeling)-and much more.  In fact, it's the only book to go beyond introductory coverage and provide all of the in-depth instruction you need to transform knowledge from domain experts into a sound database design.


Inside, ORM...
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Bootstrap Yourself with Linux-USB Stack: Design, Develop, Debug, and Validate Embedded USB SystemsCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Before starting a new task, you generally do research so you can avoid mistakes. In
	the computer realm, bootstrap sessions provide a head start and help you
	minimize mistakes and surprises. As an example, to design a protocol stack, build
	a bootstrap session so you can understand the protocol specification and the
	system on which it...
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Markov Models for Pattern Recognition: From Theory to ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	The development of pattern recognition methods on the basis of so-called Markov
	models is tightly coupled to the technological progress in the field of automatic
	speech recognition. Today, however, Markov chain and hidden Markov models are
	also applied in many other fields where the task is the modeling and analysis of
	chronologically...
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Visio 2003 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If Visio 2003 can do it, you can do it, too...
Whether you’re designing a network, a business model, or an office building, Visio 2003 helps you transform your vision into something tangible. This comprehensive reference teaches you to use this powerful combination of simple concepts and straightforward tools. You’ll discover new...
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Advanced Systems Design with Java, UML and MDAButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
The world of software development is experiencing dramatic growth and diversification, with a multitude of new languages and technologies continually being introduced and elaborated: XML, .Net, web services, mobile computing, etc. It therefore becomes increasingly difficult to keep up to date with even the technologies in one particular area....
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Practical Model-Based Testing: A Tools ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
Software testing is vitally important in the software development process, as illustrated by the growing market for automated testing tools. Moreover, software testing generally consumes between 30 and 60 percent of the overall development effort. 

Many companies are already using automated test execution tools. Modelbased testing pushes...
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Object Oriented Programming in VB.NetAddison Wesley, 2004
This book takes an object-oriented approach to introduce Visual Basic .NET.  The author begins by covering object-oriented analysis, design, and modeling using UML.  He then moves into a detailed discussion of objects and clasess, after which, readers begin develoing their own short programs.  Advanced topics such as data structures, components,...
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Automated Deduction in Geometry: Second International Workshop, ADG'98, BeijingSpringer, 1999


	The Second International Workshop on Automated Deduction in Geometry

	(ADG ’98) was held in Beijing, China, August 1–3, 1998. An increase of interest

	in ADG ’98 over the previous workshop ADG ’96 is represented by the notable

	number of more than 40 participants from ten countries and the strong technical...
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Knowledge-Based Configuration: From Research to Business CasesMorgan Kaufmann, 2014

	Knowledge-based Configuration incorporates knowledge representation formalisms to capture complex product models and reasoning methods to provide intelligent interactive behavior with the user. This book represents the first time that corporate and academic worlds collaborate integrating research and commercial benefits of...
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The UML Profile for Framework ArchitecturesAddison Wesley, 2001
The UML community has begun to define a series of 'profiles' which better suit the needs of UML-users within specific domains, settings or technologies.

The UML Profile for Framework Architectures provides a UML profile for object and component frameworks. It shows how to describe framework architectures and to support...
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